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Let G be an object of a cocomplete additive category .Y, and let R denote the ring 
of endomorphisms of G. Then the functor T: d +Mod R”P defined by 
TA = .d(G, A) has a left adjoint S given by SM= M@R G, the tensor product of the 
right R-module M with the left R-object G. If G is a generator, then T is, by 
definition, faithful. The Gabriel-Popesco theorem [l] states that if, moreover, .d is 
AB5, then T is full and S is exact. Their proof of fullness was elementary, but the 
proof of exactness of S used some rather sophisticated notions of localization. (See 
also Lambek [3].) Now the proof of fullness actually yields the following lemma. 
Lemma. Consider a diagram of R-modules 
Mc,d(G,A)= TA 
,cII( G, B) = TB 
where the top arrow is the inclusion of a submodule. Consider also the induced 
diagram in .-J 
B 
where, denoting the coproduct injections by urn, we have 
turn = m, Wn=f(m). 
Then I+$ factors through Im y. 
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Proof. Let P : K+ @MC be the kernel of IJY. The assertion is equivalent o @p = 0. If 
FL M is a finite subset, form the pullback 
K’“i- QG 
I 
where pm denotes the mth projection for the finite coproduct. By ABS it suffices to 
show &uE, = 0, and for this, since G is a generator, it suffices to show @pAa = 0 for all 
cz E .y/(G, K’). But we have 
@iuAcr = @J 1 u,p&a = Cf(m)(pmp’a) 
=f( C mpda) =.f( C wmptda) 
=f( ypla) =f(O) = 0. 
Corollary 1. T is fuil. 
Proof. Take M= TA. Since G generates, v/ is an epimorphism, so @ factors through 
w, which is what is required. 
Corollary 2. Tpreserves injectives. 
Proof. Take B injective. Using first the lemma, then injectivity of B, we see again 
that @ factors through w. Then taking A = G, we see that every homomorphism 
from a right ideal M to TB extends to the whole ring. Thus TB is injective. 
The exactness of S now follows from the fact that a Grothendieck category has 
enough injectives [2, p. 1351, and the following easy and well known fact: a left 
adjoint whose codomain has enough injectives preserves monomorphisms if and 
only if its right adjoint preserves injectives. 
Remark. Another easy proof was found by Takeuchi [4]. Although it is not quite as 
short as the one given here, it should be pointed out that it does not use the existence 
of enough injectives in Grothendieck categories. However, it does appear to use 
(without saying so) not only the above lemma, but also its converse: If @ factors 
through Im y/, thenf is a homomorphism of R-modules. 
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